
C-Mixup: Improving Generalization in Regression

Background

C-Mixup: Mixup for Regression
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Experiments
In-distribution Results

Goal: building interpolation-based models to improve the generalization in regression

Key idea: interpolating examples with similar labels

Out-of-Distribution Results

Analysis

Mixup in Deep Learning

I. Different distance metrics II. Scalability: batch-wise C-Mixup

Why mixup may Fail in Regression?

Looking for theoretical support? 
(linear or monotonic 

non-linear model)

mean square error: C-Mixup < min(mixup, 𝑑(𝑥! , 𝑥")) 

tl;dr: a simple interpolation-based method (C-Mixup) to improve generalization on regression 
tasks by interpolating examples with closer labels

d: distance between 
examples 𝑖 and 𝑗

𝑃 𝑥! , 𝑦" 𝑥! , 𝑦" ∝ exp(−
𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗)
2𝜎# )

Changing the sampling probability of mixing pairs

Natural way: compute the distance using the input feature 𝑥
𝑑 𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑑(𝑥! , 𝑥")

Drawbacks:
- Lacking good distance metrics to capture structured feature information
- Distance between features can be easily influenced by feature noise

𝑑 𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑑(𝑦! , 𝑦")
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Apply C-Mixup on every batch

Examples with closer labels Higher probability to be mixed

+ Benefit both in-distribution and out-of-distribution generalization
+ Calculating label distance is computationally efficient
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Similar examples

Higher probability to be mixed

C-Mixup

Directly applying mixup in Regression may produce arbitrary labels
𝒟!" = 𝑥# , 𝑦# #$%& → Classifier,

A learning model

mixup[1]

where

#𝑥! = 𝜆𝑥! + 1 − 𝜆 𝑥" , #𝑦! = 𝜆𝑦! + 1 − 𝜆 𝑦"
𝜆~Beta(𝛼, 𝛽)[1, 0]
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https://medium.com/@wolframalphav1.0/easy-way-to-improve-image-classifier-
performance-part-1-mixup-augmentation-with-codes-33288db92de5
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